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Product Recalls

Argos has issued a product recall for their Simple Value 2Kw Upright Fan Heater Catalogue number: 730/9687 as it has been found to present a risk of electric shock and burns.

The Model Number affected is: FH03

Model number can be found on a label on the base of the product.

If you have an affected product stop using it immediately and return it to your nearest Argos store for a full refund. Alternatively, Argos will replace it with their Simple Value 2kW convector fan (Catalogue number 725/4220). For more information please see this Argos webpage: http://www.argos.co.uk/features/product-recalls.html, or call the Argos customer services helpline on 0345 600 5388

B&Q has issued a product recall for their Everflourish Remote Control On/Off Sets as they have been found to present a potential risk of fire.

This affects Remote Control On/Off set twin - Barcode 5052931395033 and Remote Control On/Off set triple - Barcode 4895130705675 sold by B&Q between September 2014 and November 2017.

If you have an affected product stop using it immediately and return it to your nearest B&Q for a refund. For more information please see this B&Q webpage: http://www.diy.com/customer-support/product-information/product-recall, or call the B&Q customer care line on: 0300 303 4482
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